Honorable Chairman William Rice,
Special Counsel Todd Steckler,
Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, and
Planning Board
Village of Nelsonville
258 Main Street
Nelsonville, NY 10516
April 16, 2018
RE:

Application by Homeland Towers, LLC for a Special Use Permit to Construct a
Telecommunications Facility at 15 Rockledge Rd., Nelsonville, NY

Dear Honorable Chairman Rice,
Special Counsel Todd Steckler,
Members of the Zoning Board of Appeals, and
Planning Board
Philipstown Cell Solutions (hereinafter “PCS”) submits the following in reply to: the March
5, 2018 Alternate Design Application submitted by Robert Gaudioso of Snyder & Snyder,
LLP, as attorneys for Homeland Towers LLC, and New York SMSA Limited Partnership
d/b/a Verizon Wireless (hereinafter referred to as “Homeland”, "Verizon" or the “Applicant”
individually, or the “Applicants” collectively); the February 20, 2018 letter submitted on
behalf of New Cingular Wireless PCS LLC (hereinafter "AT&T", the “Applicant” or the
“Applicants”) by Cuddy & Feder LLP; the March 9, 2018 Technical Memo re: Alternate
Designs, submitted by AKRF consultants; the February 16, 2018 letter submitted by the
Village’s consulting engineer Ronald Graiff, P.E.; the March 26, 2018 Alternate Towers
Photos Memo submitted by Snyder & Snyder, LLP; the March 30, 2018 AKRF Technical
Memo; the March 27, 2018 letter sent from the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals
(hereinafter the “Board”) to the New York State Historic Preservation Office (hereinafter
“SHPO”); and, all supplemental and supporting documentation contained therein.

Preliminary Statement
PCS submits the following in opposition to the proposed alternate tower designs put forth by
the Applicants in their recent submissions, as well as in contemplation of additional
alternatives raised within the course of the instant proceeding so far as they impact said
proposed design alternatives. The following should not be viewed as an admission by PCS
that the Applicant has established and demonstrated the requisite need for the proposed
facility as required in the Nelsonville Zoning Code (hereinafter the “Code”) or under federal
law. Rather, PCS maintains that the Applicants have failed in their burden to demonstrate
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such an actual need, and the following should be read as to support an argument in the
alternative. Should the Board find the Applicants have established said need, which PCS does
not admit but in fact denies, the following submission supports a finding that the Applicants
have failed in their burden to reduce the negative aesthetic and/or visual impact of the
proposed design alternatives upon identified historic and/or scenic resources to the requisite
level of insignificance.
Whereupon the following submission discusses matters presumed to be outside the scope of
the review of the proposed alternate designs, such discussion should in the interests of justice
be duly considered by the Board as a proper exercise of its discretion and mandate and
viewed as relevant to the alternative design discussion and incorporated into the record as
such. Such consideration is allowed, and in fact encouraged under existing law and the
Board’s mandate.1
Further, some submissions made by the Applicants subsequent to the close of the public
hearing on matters outside the review of the alternate designs, have been inaccurate,
argumentative and contradictory, and PCS merely seeks to correct the record on these points,
and shall limit any such discussion to issues as they impact the proposed design alternatives.
PCS does not intend to re-canvass broad issues previously discussed and refrains from doing
so herein.

The Applicants’ Proposed Design Alternatives
In response to concerns raised by PCS and its scenic resource consultant-experts, the Board
and the community at large, the Applicants have proposed a number of tower design
alternatives including: 1) a single 110 foot flagpole; 2) a 125 foot obelisk; 3) two 110 foot
flagpoles; and, 4) a single 120 foot flagpole. PCS opposes each of these design alternatives
and submits that none of these proposed design alternatives meet the requisite standard under
the Code to minimize the negative impact on historic and/or scenic resources to a level of
insignificance. Further, these designs violate the conditions required under the Code in
various respects, and have been determined by SHPO to have an “Adverse Effect” upon
nearby “historic receptors” in their March 14, 2018 correspondence. As the record shows, all
proposals with the exception of a 110 foot flagpole have, in fact, been verbally dismissed and
described as “off the table” by the Applicants before the Board at the April 4, 2018 public
hearing (hereinafter the “4/4 hearing”). Although they are seemingly no longer being
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See, Kenyon v. Quinones, 43 A.D.2d 125, (App. Div., 4th, 1973). “… many Zoning Board hearings consist of a
miscellany of hearsay, opinion, fact and conjecture, with the testimony unsworn and informality quite
prevalent, and such factors do not destroy the validity of the proceedings (2 Anderson, N. Y. Zoning Law and
Practice [2d ed.], § 20.14, p. 143; Matter of Von Kohorn v. Morrell, 9 N Y 2d 27, 32; People ex rel. Fordham
Manor Ref. Church v. Walsh, 244 N. Y. 280, 287). The statements of witnesses need not be reported verbatim
and may be in narrative form (Matter of Hunter v. Board of Appeals of Vil. of Saddle Rock, 4 A D 2d 961) and
the Zoning Board of Appeals is not bound by rules of evidence (2 Anderson, § 20.14, supra). (Emphasis
added).
See also, New York State Department of State, Zoning Board of Appeals Manual, ZBAM [2015], page 31: “It is
the function of the board of zoning appeals to listen to and consider all evidence that may bear upon the issue
it is deciding.” (Emphasis added).
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considered, the Applicant’s last written submission included all of the alternate designs. PCS
therefore submits the following in further opposition to all proposed design alternatives.

1)

ONE 110 FOOT FLAGPOLE

PCS submits that the Applicants’ alternate proposal of a single 110 foot flagpole should be
rejected by the Board for a number of reasons. First, this late proposal has been put before the
Board in the absence of any substantial evidence supporting its feasibility and in direct
contradiction to statements made by the Applicants and their experts on the record. Second,
the proposal remains discordant with the natural setting and its negative visual impact has not
been reduced to a level of insignificance as required by the Code. Further, and as is more
fully detailed in the final section of this submission, the single 110 foot flagpole design
alternative will become an anomalous feature in the landscape amounting to little more than a
discordant eyesore, and will serve to establish a dangerous precedent making it difficult for
this community and many others within the Hudson River SASS region to have much control
over future telecommunications tower siting. PCS further submits that this alternate proposal
should be rejected by the Board on the basis of the arguments and case law contained in our
April 4, 2018 Memorandum on Alternate Design Proposal, which we incorporate and make a
part hereof.
The Board should consider that the bulk of the substantial evidence on the record supports a
finding that a single 110 foot flagpole is not capable of the co-location requirement under the
Code. Indeed, the Applicant and its RF engineering experts have stated repeatedly on the
record that a single 110 flagpole is not a viable option for this application. In addition, the
Applicants’ counsel stated with much emphasis and vociferousness at the February 27, 2018
public hearing (hereinafter the “2/27 hearing), that this alternate design was not practicable.
Consider the following statements:
“We can’t comply with that [co-location] provision with one flagpole at
110 feet … because the reality is, there’s four carriers out there. Okay. We
can put our blinders on, but you’re not the Planning Board. You’re the
Zoning Board, your Code has a specific provision to take into account two
more carriers.” - Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the
Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 42:00.
“So at 110 feet, if you have Verizon at 110 to 100, and then AT&T at 100 to 90,
the next two slots are from 90 to 80, and then from 80 to 70. 80 to 70 is definitely
not going to work. 90 to 80 is most likely not gonna work. Okay. And we can
speculate. You can say that’s speculation, but that’s the reality, and we know that
because we’re in the business. So what we offered was to actually spend more
money and build two towers.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for
the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 42:27.
Consider also, the submissions made by the Applicants’ own RF consultant regarding colocating four carriers on a 110 foot pole:
“In regard to the potential for AT&T using one level of a potential ‘flagpole’ style
facility, AT&T would require at least two levels and ten (“10”) feet of separation
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for its antenna arrays. While an installation at one level may be technically possible
… such a configuration imposes significant limitations for operation, maintenance
and optimization … While the engineering may be feasible, it is far from optimal in
this case and in fact involves significant compromises that will impact the ability of
the site to provide reliable service now and in the long-term.” Daniel Penesso, RF
Consultant for Applicant AT&T, February 20, 2018 Letter to the Board.
“The flagpole design … places a large amount of equipment in an extremely tight
space. Since the amount of extra space is limited, it is very difficult to modify the
equipment after it has been installed … This causes the site to not function as
optimally as it should … If a flagpole design was to be used in this area, certain
criteria would need to be met to accomplish the goals of remedying the significant
gap in coverage. … In summary, in order for a flagpole design to work, two flagpoles at 110’ would be needed…” Adam Feehan, RF Consultant for Applicant
Verizon, February 5, 2018 Letter to the Board.
Accordingly, up until the 4/4 hearing before the Board, the Applicants, supported by
submissions of their RF consultant experts and exclamations by their legal counsel,
maintained that a single 110 foot flagpole was not a viable design option. These submissions
are part of the record and form the basis of the Applicants’ substantial evidence on this issue.
In a sudden and unexplained about-face, however, the Applicants appeared before the Board
at the 4/4 hearing to state the opposite. Consider the contradictory statements made by
Appicants’ counsel:
“We went back to the engineers and we added the single 110 foot flagpole …
and the single 110 foot flagpole can be designed and will be designed to support
four co-locators …” - Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the
Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 4/4/18, @ 18:00.
“We can make the one flagpole work. I’m not really sure what the benefit of the two
flagpoles is.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant,
before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 26:20.
These statements are in direct contradiction to those made previously by the Applicant and
are unsupported by any substantial evidence. Indeed, the Applicant has failed to offer any
explanation from their RF consultants to illuminate how their prior submissions on this issue
were incorrect. All the Board has before it are the vague and conclusory statements made by
the Applicants’ counsel. Counsel for the Applicant has made multiple contradictory claims
throughout this proceeding, many unsupported by substantial evidence or legal authority of
any kind, the Board must view the Applicants’ last minute and unsupported proposal for a
single 110 foot flagpole with the utmost scrutiny and suspicion. Indeed, it would seem from a
complete review of the record that perhaps the Applicant is satisfied to secure approval of a
single 110 foot flagpole rather than face rejection of all of its design proposals, with the
knowledge that in time they will return before the Board to exclaim an actual need for a
second flagpole at 110 feet, which they had previously maintained is the only viable flagpole
design at this height. Statements made by Applicants’ counsel before the Board at the 4/4
hearing support such a finding:
“ We could also build the one flagpole at 110 feet and reserve space inside the
compound that if in the future you were faced with the dilemma that you had to
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approve a second flagpole, we would lay out the compound to account for that.”
Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the
Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 4/4/18, @ 26:40.
“A second flagpole could be built at a later date.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder,
LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals,
4/4/18, @ 27:08.2
In addition to scrutinizing the Applicants’ vague and contradictory submissions regarding the
single 110 foot flagpole design, the Board should also consider the negative visual impact
that even this design will have on the scenic and historic resources in the vicinity and beyond.
Even if the Board considers that this design alternative has the “least negative visual impact”
of all the designs proposed by the Applicant, it still remains that this design imposes a
negative visual impact that has not been reduced to insignificance as required under the Code.
As one expert explained: the “landscape is a unified environment with the treeline creating a
horizontal line in the sky. Each of these [alternate design proposals] stands significantly
above the existing treeline.” See, April 16, 2018 Letter Submitted by Landscape Architect
Erin Muir, Attached at Exhibit ‘A’. Further, “none of the proposed alternatives serve to
reduce the visual impact of the proposed artificial structure within the Rural
Cemetery/surrounding landscape.” See, April 15, 2018 SUNY Report, Submitted by Dr.
Robin Hoffman and Mr. Connor Neville Directly to the Board. Most significantly, as the
SUNY expert explains: “the constraints which determine the visual and aesthetic impact of a
proposed structure are foundationally based upon the context into which the structure is to be
placed, not based solely upon the tower’s ability to camouflage or by the façade design
itself.” Ibid. As was implied on the record by the Planning Board Member at the 4/4 hearing,
flagpoles are not typically found in the woods, and thus the discordancy of and intrusiveness
of the flagpole design may in fact remain as significant, if not more so, than the original
monopine design itself.
Finally, Applicants’ counsel stated on the record at the 4/4 hearing that if the alternate design
proposals do not meet the standard under the Code for reducing the visual impact to a level of
insignificance, then “it’s an impossible standard to meet.” (Robert Gaudioso, Snyder &
Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals,
4/4/18, @ 32:30). PCS submits that just because the Applicant has failed to meet its burden
with respect to its design proposals, does not mean that the burden itself is incapable of being
met. The Board should consider, for example, the cell facility design which has been
incorporated into the redesigned Butterfield Project cupola. PCS has attached an attorney
Affirmation herein which includes those design plans. A review of that design, and others
like it, shows that such visually insignificant designs are in fact possible. Anyone viewing the
Butterfield Project cupola, from near or far, would have no idea that it housed a cell phone
telecommunications facility. Clearly, designs that reduce visual impact to a level of
insignificance exist, just not among those proposed by the Applicant.
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An interesting and ironic point to note in reviewing the video of the 4/4/ hearing at this juncture, is that the
Chairman of the Planning Board’s cell phone appears to ring at around the 27:00 mark in spite of the fact that
the Haldane Auditorium is located in the heart of the purported gap in in-building coverage that the Applicant
has claimed as supporting their need for the proposed facility.
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2) THE 125 FOOT OBELISK
PCS submits that the 125 foot obelisk alternative design should be rejected by the Board for a
number of reasons. First, at a proposed height of 125 feet, it is the most imposing of all
designs yet submitted by the applicant, the most discordant with the natural features and
scenic resources in the immediate vicinity and from within the wider SASS region as a
whole, as well as the most non-conforming design with respect to the height limitations under
the Code and the general provision therein that any telecommunications tower’s impact on
historic and/or scenic resources be reduced to a level of insignificance. Indeed, where the
issues of concern raised by the community and the Board alike have largely pertained to the
original design’s prominence and visual impact on those resources, it is mystifying that the
Applicants would propose a design alternative that imposes an even greater visual impact, not
a less significant one. The obelisk design thus imposes a visual impact that is of greater
significance than the original design and further fails to reduce that impact to a level of
insignificance as required under the Code.
As recently noted by some residents in our community, unfortunately the obelisk has come to
stand as a symbol of racism, white supremacy and the Confederate States’ fight to preserve
slavery and commemorate that fight against the northern states in the Civil War. Indeed, the
obelisk has recently been associated with these dark chapters of our nation’s past, and
communities across the country have increasingly issued calls for such monuments to be
dismantled and removed. (See, News Articles Describing Fights to Remove Confederate
Obelisk Monuments, Attached at Exhibit ‘B’). Our research indicates that nearly one third of
all Confederate monuments built following the Civil War took the form of obelisks, and
approximately half of those monuments were erected in cemeteries.3 These controversial
monuments were not exclusively erected in the more sympathetic areas of the southern states,
but have rather been found across the country and indeed even in close proximity to the site
of the proposed tower in this application.4
It is not an unknown fact that sadly, this very community had an active and prominent Ku
Klux Klan membership well into the 20th Century. (See, Copy of the August 25, 2017
Highlands Current Article on Local KKK Activity, Attached at Exhibit ‘C’). In fact, there
are reports of active KKK activity in Cold Spring and Nelsonville until at least the 1950s, 5
with some reports even indicating activity into the 1970s.6 With such a disturbing part of our
local history on the minds of many in this community, and in the midst of the broader
national conversation to reconsider the symbolism and impact of monuments such as the
obelisk and the evil and discord they represent, that such a monument stands on the verge of
approval in this application should shock our collective conscience. We were not aware of the
dark symbolism that is entwined with the obelisk when its design for this application was
3

See, Widener, Ralph W., Confederate Monuments: Enduring Symbols of the South and the War Between the
States, Andromeda Associates, 1982.
4
See, https://www.lohud.com/story/news/2017/08/18/confederate-veterans-cemetery-monument-hastingson-hudson-greenburgh-draws-concerns/575772001/
5
See, Burton, Leonora, Lament of an Expat: How I Discovered America and Tried to Mend It, AuthorHouse,
2013.
6
See, http://www.kimandreggie.com/steal_cd.htm
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conceived, and further that it stood to stir memories of a troubled past in our own community.
Unfortunately, we have heard from our community members that this is precisely what this
design alternative, however well-intentioned, has inadvertently achieved, and for that reason
alone it must be rejected with prejudice by the Board.

3) TWO 110 FOOT FLAGPOLES
Pursuant to §188-68.A.(11)(d), the Applicants are required to site the proposed tower in such
a manner as to “minimize the total number of towers … to the extent possible within the
limits of technology and economic feasibility.” Pursuant to §188-71.D.(3), the Applicants are
further required to site the proposed tower in such a manner as to ensure that it “shall not be
placed closer than 500 feet to any existing commercial communications tower.” On its face,
the Applicants’ proposed design alternative to construct two 110 foot flagpoles at the
proposed location is in conflict with the requirements under these sections of the Code. PCS
submits that for this reason alone, rejection of this proposal is warranted. Denial of this
proposal is further supported by the Applicant themselves having stated on the record that
“…we can make the one (110 foot) flagpole work. I’m not really sure what the benefit of two
flagpoles is.” (Robert Gaudioso, counsel for the Applicants @ 26:20 of the April 4, 2018
public hearing https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ndGnytKqg6yhQM8CcHATS0u2nR87kw30/view).
Accordingly, even the Applicant has conceded on the record that given the primacy of the
aesthetic concerns raised in this application, the two flagpole alternative is far from an
optimal design and does not merit serious consideration.
Namely, case law supports a finding that where aesthetic concerns are paramount, as with the
instant application, even “stealth” flagpole designs may be properly rejected by a Board
where not “architecturally compatible with the surrounding area and … not sufficiently
screened from view.” See, Cellular South Real Estate, Inc. v. City of Mobile, 2016, U.S. Dist.
LEXIS, 88444. PCS submits that the two flagpole design alternative will inherently be more
visible, constitutes a higher level of intrusiveness than any single tower design and
compounds the significance of the negative visual impact and thus must be rejected by the
Board.

4) ONE 120 FOOT FLAGPOLE
Pursuant to §188-71.D.(6), the Applicants are required to construct the proposed tower in
such a manner as to ensure the “maximum height … is 110 feet above ground elevation. In all
cases, the permissible height is measured from ground elevation to the top of any antenna
projecting above the top of the tower.” On its face, the Applicants’ proposed design
alternative to construct one 120 foot flagpole at the proposed location is in conflict with the
requirements under this section of the Code. PCS submits that for this reason alone, rejection
of this proposal is warranted. Further, the Code clearly requires that the maximum
permissible height is measured from the ground level to the top of any antenna projecting
above the top of the tower, including any “whip” antenna to accommodate emergency
services or other such communications capability. That the Applicants have suggested any
7

such emergency “whip” antenna would be added to a 120 foot flagpole tower, compounds the
violation of this Code provision. Accordingly, the Board must reject this design alternative.
In addition to being violative of the Code, the single 120 foot flagpole alternative has
effectively been rejected by SHPO, given the conditions found in its March 14, 2018 letter,
stating that any tower design at this location must be capped at 110 feet to not result in an
“Adverse Effect” finding. Accordingly, the Board must also reject this design alternative.
Denial of this proposal is further supported by the Applicant themselves having stated on the
record that “the 120 foot flagpole in our opinion is no longer feasible based on SHPO’s
opposition.” (Robert Gaudioso, counsel for the Applicants @ 15:20 of the April 4, 2018
public hearing https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ndGnytKqg6yhQM8CcHATS0u2nR87kw30/view).
Accordingly, even the Applicant has conceded on the record that given the primacy of the
aesthetic concerns raised in this application, the single 120 foot flagpole alternative does not
merit further consideration.
PCS further submits that this alternate proposal should be rejected by the Board on the basis
of the arguments contained in our April 4, 2018 Memorandum on Alternate Design Proposal,
which we incorporate and make a part hereto. Namely, case law supports a finding that where
aesthetic concerns are paramount, as with the instant application, even “stealth” flagpole
designs may be properly rejected by a Board where not “architecturally compatible with the
surrounding area and … not sufficiently screened from view.” See, Cellular South Real
Estate, Inc. v. City of Mobile, 2016, U.S. Dist. LEXIS, 88444. PCS submits that the single
120 foot flagpole design alternative will inherently be more visible, constitutes a higher level
of intrusiveness than the original tower design and compounds the significance of the
negative visual impact and thus must be rejected by the Board.

5)

CONCLUSION

As representatives of our community, we’ve spent the last few weeks canvassing our
neighbors about these alternate designs. Overwhelmingly, the designs have met as much
resistance as the original monopine proposal. Any looming structure at 110 feet would
destroy the sanctity and beauty of this historic cemetery, and destroy this important view shed
forever. PCS strenuously urges the Board to listen to the overwhelming collective voice of
this community, supported by this opposition and the substantial evidence therein, and to
deny the alternate design proposals on the Rock Ledge location.

Other Alternatives Not Pursued in Good Faith by the Applicant
PCS submits that there remain a number of other alternate designs and locations that the
Applicant has failed to pursue in good faith. These alternatives remain viable and would be
fully compliant with the Code where applicable. PCS submits that a proper and good faith
evaluation of these alternate designs and sites would eliminate the purported need for the
subject facility and/or reduce any negative visual impact on cultural, historic and/or scenic
8

resources to the requisite level of insignificance as applicable, and in all respects would be
preferable alternatives to those proposed by the Applicants.

1) The Butterfield Project Site
PCS made various submissions regarding the Butterfield project site (hereinafter the
“Project”) as an alternative location for the proposed facility in its February 20, 2018
Memorandum in Opposition. Principally, it was submitted that the Applicant had made a
number of statements and submissions on the record indicating that the need for the proposed
facility at Rockledge Road was directly the result of the loss of the cell phone
telecommunications facility at the decommissioned Butterfield Hospital site. At the February
27, 2018 public hearing (hereinafter the “2/27 hearing”), the Applicants made various
statements in reply to these submissions. PCS submits that the bulk of these statements made
by the Applicant were inaccurate, contradictory, or argumentative and raise serious questions
regarding the credibility of the Applicants and the veracity of their entire application,
including with regard to its latest submissions on proposed design alternatives.
To their credit, at the 2/27 hearing, the Board pressed the Applicants’ legal counsel, Robert
Gaudioso, on the issue of potentially siting the proposed facility, or a facility in general, at
the Project site. In response, counsel for the Applicant became argumentative and stated:
“…this is the exact purpose of the ‘Shot Clock’ … to not allow things to go
on forever … We’re not going to go on a wild goose chase over this issue.
If the issue is that you think somehow the cupola will work, and it’s somehow not speculative, we’ll take a decision today on that basis. We are
willing to talk to you about the alternative analysis and what we can do as
far as the visuals and with respect to design … we’re happy to go through
the items we submitted as far as the designs and go in that direction.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the
Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 28:08.
Thus, rather than engage in a sincere and good faith conversation on the merits of the Project
alternative, the Applicant chose instead to threaten enforcement of the ‘Shot Clock’ and
intimidate the Board, making it clear that there was no interest on the part of the Applicant in
even discussing design or location alternatives other than those of its own choosing.
It should also be noted that the federal ‘Shot Clock’ provision is not in fact meant to prevent
things from going “on forever”, but rather to prevent a local zoning board from engaging in
unreasonable delay. Can raising a legitimate and viable alternative, that the Applicants’
themselves had indicated in submissions to the Board had formed the basis of the application
itself, truly be considered unreasonable? It should be noted that at the 2/27 hearing the
Board’s own RF consultant suggested that consideration of the Project site might warrant
further inquiry when he stated, “you talked about potential alternate siting that may warrant
further study, you talked about Butterfield.” – Ron Graiff, Village RF Consultant, before the
Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18 @ 31:25. Therefore, the Board’s sincere
inquiry into the Project site is not unreasonable and should not be viewed as a basis to merit
imposition of the ‘Shot Clock’.
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In addition to becoming argumentative in response to the Board’s raising the Project
alternative, the Applicant also made a number of contradictory statements that warrant closer
scrutiny. For example, with respect to the impact of the loss of the Butterfield Hospital site on
the purported need for the subject facility, counsel for the Applicant made the following
statements:
“Butterfield is not the solution that’s going to solve Nelsonville.” - Robert Gaudioso,
Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning
Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 37:08.
“It was a nice little site for AT&T for a while to provide some downtown service. But
it’s not going to provide the service throughout the area.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder &
Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of
Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 37:10.
“Butterfield was covering a little small area, and this is going to cover the full
village.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before
the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 37:45.
“If you read the opposition quotes … never once in any of the quotes, even the quotes
cited by PCS, does it say that Butterfield, that the coverage from this facility was
going to duplicate Butterfield. Never once did it say that.” - Robert Gaudioso, Snyder
& Snyder, LLP, Counsel for the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of
Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 26:15.
“If you look at, again, even PCS’ ‘hand-picked’ quotes, never once does it say … that
the coverage from Rockledge will duplicate Butterfield’s coverage. It never says that.
Never once. Not even close.” Robert Gaudioso, Snyder & Snyder, LLP, Counsel for
the Applicant, before the Nelsonville Zoning Board of Appeals, 2/27/18, @ 37:30.
First, in response to the Applicants’ implication that PCS somehow selectively “hand-picked”
quotes from the record in an effort to mislead the Board or not offer a complete picture of this
issue, it must be said that the only thing selective about the quotes the Applicant is referring
to, is that each and every quote that could be found in the record going back to the initial
application on this issue was selected for presentation to the Board. PCS welcomes the
Applicant to point to other quotes or submissions that they may have made to the Board in
the course of this proceeding that indicate anything other than what the quotes in question
clearly state: that the basis for the instant application was the loss of the Butterfield Hospital
cell phone telecommunication facility, and that the proposed site at Rockledge will offer
similar coverage to that which was lost as a result of the decommissioning of the Butterfield
Hospital site.
Second, the various statements made by the Applicant that the former Butterfield site was a
“nice little” facility offering some “downtown coverage,” stand in stark contrast to the
statements made by the Applicant and their RF engineering consultants on the record in
support of the instant application and as justification for the actual need requirement under
the Code for the proposed facility. One such statement in particular, quoted in PCS’
previously-noted memorandum, bears reconsideration. In the initial application, the
Applicants’ RF consultant stated:
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“Based upon these tests, a propagation map illustrating AT&T’s coverage without
its equipment at the Hospital Facility is attached as Exhibit 1. As the propagation
map in Exhibit 1 clearly demonstrates, there is a significant gap in service in the
portion of the Village in the vicinity of the Site and the surrounding areas without the
Hospital Facility.” – Daniel Penesso, RF Consultant for Applicant AT&T. (See,
Copy of Propagation Map, Attached at Exhibit ‘D’).
A review of this propagation map clearly shows that the Applicant was claiming at the outset
of this Application that the loss of the old Butterfield Hospital site resulted in a wide area of
coverage loss. Certainly, these submissions by the Applicant indicate that the coverage lost
was not limited to a “nice little” area of “some downtown” coverage that the Applicant would
now contradictorily have us believe. If the coverage loss was in fact so minimal and
insignificant as the Applicant exclaimed vociferously at the 2/27 hearing, why was the
opposite stated to be the case at the outset of this application and throughout the proceeding
up until the moment such a position became inconvenient to the Applicant? If in fact the
coverage loss and resulting coverage gap from the defunct Butterfield Hospital site had been
so minimal, the Applicant would never have mentioned it as forming the basis for the instant
application as it would not have justified the requisite need under the Code and federal law.
In fact, the Applicant has made no mention throughout this proceeding of any other cause for
the coverage gap that now purportedly exists other than the loss of the Butterfield Hospital
site. Yet now when challenged on this issue, the Applicant reverses course and effectively
attempts to argue that the former cell site at the Butterfield Hospital was of little significance,
in spite of the record showing clearly the repeated and emphatic statements of the Applicant
to the contrary. This conduct shows clear enough that at best this application has been a
moving target, that the Applicants and their submissions are not credible and that the
Applicants have not acted in good faith throughout this proceeding.
The Applicant was correct, however, to state that no quote could be found in the record that
indicated the coverage at Rockledge would “duplicate” that of the previous Butterfield
Hospital site. The Applicant engages in hyperbole, however, to state that nothing in the
record even “came close.” Consider for example the assertion by the Applicant’s RF
consultant that the: “15 Rockledge Road Facility will allow AT&T to provide reliable
wireless service in the Target Area, similar to that provided by AT&T’s installation on the
Hospital Facility and thus work in conjunction with AT&T’s existing network.”– Daniel
Penesso, RF Consultant for Applicant AT&T, initial RF Analysis Report. While this
statement fails to use the word “duplicate,” it certainly gives the impression that the proposed
facility will offer sufficient coverage to effectively accomplish the Applicants’ service goals
as were being achieved with the previous Butterfield facility. When one considers this
statement in conjunction with the previous noted statements made by the Applicant
concerning the need for the new facility being the result of the loss of Butterfield, the only
reasonable interpretation can be that essentially the same level of coverage as was had before
will be achieved with the proposed facility. PCS welcomes the Applicant to clarify these
statements if there is a more reasonable interpretation to be had, and if this was not in fact the
interpretation that they sought to put before the Board. Again, that the Applicant chooses to
disingenuously engage in contradiction on these points shows their contempt for the Board
and this process, and their application as a whole must be viewed in this light.
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Finally, in an effort to dismissively brush the whole issue of potentially siting a
telecommunications facility at the Project site aside, counsel for the Applicant suggested at
the 2/27 hearing that any reference to the site was hearsay and not properly before the Board.
Interestingly, counsel for the Applicant then proceeded to engage in lengthy statements
pertaining to conversations and actions undertaken by third parties that were in themselves
properly considered hearsay. Regardless, as is indicated above, zoning boards of appeal are
not bound by the rules of evidence, and a Board’s consideration of hearsay evidence does not
“destroy the validity of the proceedings.” Supra. Further, as indicated herein, a board’s
function is to properly listen to and consider all the evidence that might bear upon the matter
before it. Accordingly, attached to this memorandum is an attorney Affirmation prepared by
the undersigned as a witness statement to the Cold Spring Historic District Review Board
(hereinafter “HDRB”) public meeting on February 14, 2018, wherein the proposal to revert
the Project plans to accommodate a cell phone telecommunications facility was discussed and
approved. (See, Attorney Affirmation, Attached at Exhibit ‘E’). In addition, draft minutes of
said meeting are also attached, indicating same. (See, Draft HDRB Minutes from February
14, 2018 Public Meeting, Attached at Exhibit ‘F’).
As is detailed in the Affirmation, the discussion between the HDRB members and the Project
developer’s agents surrounded the redesign of the Project’s Building 3 cupola to
accommodate two wireless telecommunications carriers as a result of the developer having
been approached by same, and that according to the developer’s agents the cell facility was
“back in play.” Further, the Affirmation discusses the developer’s agents explaining the
anticipated construction schedule of the project, and includes photographs of the Project site
that support these claims. Accordingly, PCS submits that contrary to the Applicants’
unsupported and conclusory statements on this issue, the Project site remains a viable and
available alternate location for siting the proposed facility.
It should be further noted that the Applicant has failed to provide any documentation or
substantiation of its claims that it had attempted to negotiate an arrangement with the Project
developer to locate a cell facility there. The Board should note that in almost every other
potential location that the Applicant investigated, some statement was provided in the form of
various “Alternate Site Analyses” submitted throughout the course of this proceeding. Yet no
mention was ever made by the Applicant of any investigation into the Project site until PCS
raised its potential viability in the February 20, 2018 filing. In response, rather than engage in
a good faith effort and/or provide the documentation and substantiation as provided with
other locations, the Applicant merely resorted to defensive, dismissive and argumentative
statements before the Board at the 2/27 hearing. PCS submits that the Applicant’s record for
credibility and veracity is sufficiently suspect that an adverse inference should be drawn from
the Applicant’s evasiveness with respect to legitimately pursuing the Project site.

2) CHURCH STEEPLES AND OTHER TALL STRUCTURES
Given that the Applicant has come forward with alternate design proposals that require the
housing of telecommunications antenna within exceptionally narrow confines (i.e., 3 foot
diameter flagpoles) a reconsideration of area church steeples and other tall structures should
be undertaken. For example, the principal objection by the Applicant to area church steeples,
most notably the Cold Spring Baptist Church, was the narrow confines of such structures.
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Indeed, the Cold Spring Baptist Church was rejected in part, in spite of the willingness of the
Pastor there to lease to the Applicant, due to the four foot diameter of its steeple. Yet, the
Applicant seems perfectly willing now to house a cell phone telecommunications facility in
an even narrower space. Thus, PCS submits that in light of the foregoing and the tendency of
the Applicant to engage in unsupported, vague and conclusory assertions on issues it is not
interested in pursuing, the Board should insist upon a re-evaluation of the viability of church
steeples and other tall structures in the area.
The Inappropriateness of the Flagpole Design and Impact of Approval
PCS submits that the proposed flagpole design alternatives are highly discordant with the
natural features at the proposed location and will have just as much of a negative visual
impact as the original design. Indeed, disembodied flagpoles are not found in the woods.
Even Sabre Industries, the Applicants’ sub-contractor for tower construction, indicates on
their website that flagpole designs are typically “used in urban areas.” See, Copy of Sabre
Industries Website Information on Concealment Alternatives, Attached at Exhibit ‘G’. A
survey of similar flagpole cell tower designs in our area, finds that the vast majority are
indeed located in urban areas, principally around the strip malls and car dealerships along
Route 9 from Fishkill to Poughkeepsie. See, Photographs of Examples of Flagpole Cell
Towers Along Route 9, Attached at Exhibit ‘H’. Of particular note should be the flagpole
tower located at 1895 South Rd, in Poughkeepsie. Exhibit ‘H’.
This flagpole tower displays a number of antennas and cables on its exterior, compounding
its aesthetic intrusiveness and appearance as an eyesore. Can we know for certain that the
proposed flagpole will not also at some point in the future come to exhibit such ugly features?
We do know from the Applicants’ own submissions that flagpole designs are inherently
troublesome with limited space and compromised operability. Indeed, up until very recently
the Applicant was maintaining that co-locating four carriers on a single 110 foot flagpole was
impossible. Now, the Board is called upon to disregard those submissions, in spite of being
supported by engineering testimony, to instead rely merely on vague and conclusory
statements by the Applicants’ counsel that such problems will not in the end materialize.
Considering the contradictions presented in this application, the community has a justifiable
concern that the possibility exists that any flagpole tower proposed for Rockledge could end
up looking like the one in the above-noted photos, if not worse.
Many in our community have chosen to live here, precisely because this small area is unique
in its aesthetic character and natural environment. Not to take away from our neighbours in
Fishkill and Poughkeepsie, but the residents of Nelsonville do not want to be reminded of car
dealerships and strip malls when we look upon our landscape and in particular places of
national and historic significance. Unfortunately, the flagpole design proposals will serve to
head Nelsonville in that direction, and should be rejected by the Board. These design
proposals are not in keeping with the nature and character of our precious landscape.
The Applicants argue that because examples of flagpole cell towers in or around cemeteries
may exist, that it is a perfectly acceptable and visually insignificant design proposal. As one
such example, the Applicant referred to a flagpole tower located in a Westchester cemetery.
See, Photos of Mount Eden Cemetery Flagpole Cell Tower, Attached at Exhibit ‘I’. These
photographs show that the flagpole cell tower design is a discordant feature when set within a
natural setting such as a cemetery. Comparing how such designs fit within the strip mall
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landscape referred to above, it is clear that flagpole designs are much less suited to blending
in with trees than they are in a purely urban setting. Furthermore, the key distinction between
urban/suburban/exurban cemetery locations, and the location at issue in this application, is
that the Cold Spring Rural Cemetery (hereinafter the “Cemetery”) has a unique rural
character in a natural setting that would be irrevocably and detrimentally impacted were a cell
tower facility of this design to be located there. As Liz Campbell Kelly so clearly explained
in her January 9, 2018 letter to the Board, there are particular design features incorporated
into the natural landscape that make rural cemeteries precious historic, cultural and scenic
resources that must be preserved. Placing a discordant cell tower in the guise of a flagpole on
the sensitive ridgeline that is the essence of the Cemetery’s key design feature, will strike at
the heart of its very purpose and completely undermine its aesthetic import. In short, a
flagpole cell tower in the proposed location will destroy the beauty of this landmark.
In addition to the aesthetic significance of the Cemetery, it is worth considering momentarily
the cultural heritage it represents for this community. A number of figures of local, state-wide
and even national prominence are interred here. See, List of Prominent Figures Interred at the
Cold Spring Rural Cemetery, Attached at Exhibit ‘J’. As a community, we have been
entrusted with the care and preservation of his final resting place, not only for those who are
buried there, but also for the generations to come who will want to fully experience its
serenity, find peace there and embrace its heritage. Why risk marring and desecrating this
sacred space? For what purpose? So a self-interested and profit-motivated
telecommunications corporation can erect a monument to its own greed and disregard for the
communities they purport to serve? PCS has maintained from the outset that this community
is willing to work with and accommodate the Applicant in finding an appropriate solution to
remedy its purported coverage gap. There remain viable alternative locations and designs that
could be pursued by the Applicant that would still work for them and not impose such an
aesthetic and cultural affront to this community. Our community believes that the price of
approval of this application is much too high, and that such action will stand as a marker to
the loss of what once made our community such a special place.
We ask the Board to consider the long-term implications of approval of the flagpole design
alternative. In addition to the essence and character of this community being forever changed
to its detriment, Nelsonville will frankly end up with little more than an eyesore. Such an
example can be found near Camp Smith National Guard Base in Cortlandt, NY. This also
happens to be the flagpole cell tower in closest proximity to the proposed facility. With its
weathered and discoloured upper portion and peeling paint below, this tower might best be
described as grotesque. Presumably, it has taken on such a displeasing appearance that even
the flying of the American flag during daytime hours is seen as disrespectful. See, Photos of
Camp Smith Flagpole Cell Tower at Exhibit ‘K’. Regardless of the Applicants’ assurances, at
some point in the future, this is an example of what this community will end up with if the
instant application is approved. The Applicant may make assurances and promises to the
contrary, that maintenance of the facility can be assured, etc., but frankly there is no way to
know for certain. Moreover, given the Applicants’ proclivity for making contradictory
statements and generally engaging in conduct that calls their credibility into question, makes
such assurances anything but guaranteed.
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Conclusion
PCS requests that before taking its decision on the instant application, the Board reflect upon
the monumental effort put forth by this community in its united and steadfast opposition to
this proposal. We are your neighbours, friends and colleagues. We know that you share the
same love and affection for this community that all of us have. We do not envy the difficulty
of the position you find yourselves in, and we extend to you our sincerest gratitude and
appreciation for all the work you have put into this long and challenging process.
If at times throughout this proceeding it appeared to you as though the community did not
support you in your role as decision-makers here, please know that nothing could be further
from the truth. The reality is that we have done our utmost to provide you with the tools
necessary to do what is right for the preservation of this community in denying this
application. In that respect, we have offered you all the support we could possibly muster.
PCS has a number of attorneys involved in this opposition effort, and many hours have been
spent pouring over court decisions, media reports and other sources. It must be said that in all
of our research, we were unable to find an opposition effort as extensive, detailed and wellsupported as the one before you now. Indeed, even your Special Counsel has stated that the
record as it stands is more than sufficient to support a denial of this application. The record in
opposition is supported by significant expert testimony and contains sufficient substantial
evidence for this Board to feel confident and comfortable that a denial of this application is
rationally based. PCS respectfully requests that this Board exercise is discretion in favour of
this community in denial of the instant application.
If for whatever reason the Board is hesitant to deny the application for fear of subsequent
litigation, the Board must know that this community will stand in solidarity and support
behind it. Fear of litigation should not be the basis for approval of the instant application.
Litigation may come with risk and uncertainty, but the Board can be certain of this
community’s support, as well as the strength of the opposition on the record that will serve as
the foundation and rationally based justification for this application’s denial. Given the
extensive and well-supported opposition on the record, the Board should not hand this
application to the Applicant. Rather, if the Applicant ultimately is to secure a right to
construct a cell tower on Rockledge, which is anything but assured, let that right come as a
result of judicial scrutiny of the record, not as a result of the Applicant’s imposition of fear
and intimidation.
Finally, PCS asks the Board to consider the entirety of the record before it in making its
decision. Consider the litany of the Applicants’ contradictions, misstatements,
misapplications of the law, omissions and unexplained reversals of position that are so replete
throughout this record. Indeed, much of the expert evidence initially submitted in support of
this application has since been contradicted by subsequent submissions. In some respects, the
original application is unrecognizable. Weigh that against the well-reasoned, well-supported
and good faith opposition before you.
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For all the reasons stated herein, and based on the substantial evidence on the record, PCS
respectfully requests that the application for an information services wireless facility as
proposed, be denied in its entirety.

Sincerely,

PCS

By: Jason Biafore
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